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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


 2015-2016 


 


Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi 


 A. INITIATIONS   


The Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi Chapter held two initiations, one in December and the other 


in April for this academic year which added 20 new members to the chapter. We selected our 


initiates based off of the following criteria:  


 Initiates are required to have Junior standing  


 Initiates must be in the top 25% of their class as Juniors or top 35% of their class as seniors 


 


Upon pledging, new initiates to Pi Tau Sigma must complete the following requirements before 


being admitted into Pi Tau Sigma:  


 


 Initiates must participate in 10 hours of community service events and/or machine shop 


time (machine shop time helps satisfy the 10 hour prerequisite required for Senior Project)  


 Initiates must design and assemble their Pi Tau Sigma bent consisting of a key and plaque  


 


Upon paying initiation dues, initiates are provided with a key to polish and the dimensions for the 


size of the plaque. Initiates are then asked to design and create their own plaque in order to 


assemble the bent. Our chapter has found that the level of effort and creativity put in by initiates 


to build their bent has increased significantly over the past two years as a result of allowing 


members to create their own plaque. Next year, we will have initiates cast their own keys as well 


(metal casting lab is taken by the majority of MEs at Cal Poly) so that the entire bent is designed 


and built by each new member. We think this change aligns well with Cal Poly’s “Learn by Doing” 


approach to education.  


A banquet dinner was then held where all of the new members and officers were invited to 


celebrate their admission to the honor society.  


 


B. CHAPTER ACTIVITIES  


This year, the Phi Psi officer board focused on increasing our active involvement in the chapter. 


We hosted a company information session, held a hands-on workshop, organized a company tour, 


participated in community service and outreach opportunities, and attended the national 


convention at USC. 


 


Information Session 


Our chapter hosted representatives from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) 


during winter quarter to speak about the National Ignition Facility (NIF) where cutting-edge laser 


research is done. LLNL invited our PTS chapter for a future tour of NIF. 


 







Hands-On Workshop 


Cal Poly Phi Psi again held a hands-on CAD workshop in Fusion 360 presented by Autodesk. 


Members had the opportunity to learn about new software and gain real-world skills during this 


fall quarter event. 


 


Company Tour 
For the first time in recent memory, our chapter organized a company tour. Cal Poly members 


visited Daniels Woodland, a local theming and design company where they specialize in creating 


custom work ranging from elaborate tree houses, to sporting goods store shooting galleries, to 


Hollywood/Disney movie props, and theme park sets. Members learned about how this company 


approaches design work and manages many diverse projects. The tour was a great success and 


future company tours are being planned for next year’s activities. 


 


Tutoring 
Cal Poly Phi Psi has begun a partnership with the local high school in San Luis Obispo to offer 


weekly tutoring to students in math, science, and other subjects. This year our chapter started 


tutoring one to two times per quarter, but next year we aim to increase that participation to once a 


week for each of the ten weeks of the quarter. Tutoring was typically organized for an hour and a 


half, but members were encouraged to come for any portion of that time. A few larger tutoring 


sessions were also attended when the high school would organize a three hour “study-a-thon” for 


its students the week before their finals. 


 


Building an Engineer Day  
Every year, the Society of Women Engineers at Cal Poly hosts an event called Building an 


Engineer (BAE) Day during the fall and spring quarters. BAE Day is an event where children in 


2nd - 6th grades come to the Cal Poly campus to learn about engineering through student club 


organized activities. The Society of Women Engineers ask other engineering clubs and honor 


societies to host engineering-based activities to encourage kids to become interested in 


engineering.  


 


Our chapter's activity was to have the children build balloon powered race cars out of simple 


household items such as Popsicle sticks, lifesavers, and straws. This activity was preceded by a 


lesson about the engineering design process. Once the children had built their racers, they were 


encouraged to race their vehicles against each other. We then asked the children why they thought 


certain vehicles were faster than others and how that insight applied to engineering and their design 


choices. Phi Psi chapter members were encouraged to attend and participate in guiding the children 


while they were building their racers.  


 


Convention Participation  
This year, the Phi Psi chapter sent one representative to the annual convention at USC. The 


representative learned much about how the organization is run on a national level. It is our 


chapter’s goal to send at least two members to next year’s convention. 


 







C. OTHER  


 


Partnerships and Collaboration 
The Phi Psi chapter has continued to partner with other clubs on campus such as SWE and ASME 


to host events and organize activities. We have also made progress toward increasing our 


involvement within the mechanical engineering department and within other departments as well. 


One such example of this collaboration is the planned metal casting of PTS keys, which is being 


organized within the industrial and manufacturing engineering department. We will work to grow 


these relationships in the years to come. 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2013-2014 


 


Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi 


 


A. INITIATIONS 
 


The Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi Chapter held one initiation in February for this 


academic year which yielded 11 new members. We selected our initiates based off of the 


following criteria: 


 


 Initiates are required to have a 3rd year, Junior, standing  


 Initiates must be in the top 35% of their class 


 Initiates must have completed Fluid Mechanics, and Thermodynamics courses 


 


Upon pledging, new initiates to Pi Tau Sigma must complete the following requirements 


before being admitted into Pi Tau Sigma: 


 


 Initiates must participate in community service events totaling 10 hours of service 


 Initiates must complete 5 hours in the machine shop (this is to assist Pi Tau Sigma 


members in completing the 10 hour prerequisite required for Senior Project)  


 Initiates must design and assemble their Pi Tau Sigma key and plaque 


 


After initiation a banquet dinner was held where all of the new members and officers 


were invited to celebrate their admission to the honor society. At the banquet, new 


members received their membership cards and were officially welcomed into the honors 


society. During the banquet new members were encouraged to ask questions about the 


honors society, and provide suggestions about what they would like to see the club be 


more involved in in the upcoming year.  


  


B. CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 


 


Chapter Meetings  


 


This year, the Phi Psi officer board focused on setting the ground work for our chapter to 


expand in the coming years. We reached out to company’s that our student body were 


interested in learning more about through information sessions. We started the 


relationship between several companies such as Boeing and Chevron.  


 


Building an Engineer Day 


 


 Every year the Society of Women engineers at Cal Poly hosts an event called Building an 


Engineer Day (BAE) during the fall and spring quarters. BAE is an event where children 


in grades 2nd - 6th come to the Cal Poly campus to learn about engineering through 


organized events. The Society of Women Engineers ask other engineering clubs and 







honors societies to host engineering based activities to help encourage kids to pursue 


engineering. 


 


 The Cal Poly Phi Psi chapter of Pi Tau Sigma hosted activities during both quarters. Our 


chapter's activity was to have the children build balloon powered race cars out of simple 


household items such as playing cards, lifesavers, and straws. This activity was preceded 


by a lesson about Newton's laws of motion. Once the children had built their racers they 


were encouraged to race their vehicles against each others. Then we asked the children 


why they thought certain vehicles were faster and how that applies to engineering and in 


design choices. Phi Psi chapter members were encouraged to attend and participate in 


guiding the children while they were building their racers. 


 


Finals Study Sessions 


 


The Phi Psi chapter this year started holding group study sessions during the week of and 


week before finals for each quarter. This enabled members to have a designated time and 


location where they could study during this busy time of the quarter. This event also 


helped encourage members to help other fellow members with difficult course work.   


  


C. OTHER 


 


New Chapter T-Shirts  


 


This year the Phi Psi officer board also decided to provide newly designed t-shirts to 


provide to our members. The officer board thought that this would be a good way to 


improve the clubs presence on campus as well as get the members of the club excited for 


the new increase in activity in the upcoming year.  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 2010-2011 


Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi 


  


A.            Initiations 


Since our chapter is small, our only requirement to join is to be in the top quarter of your 


junior (3
rd


) year or to be in the top third of your senior (4
th


) year.  If the person meets this 


requirement, we will send an invite to an introduction meeting.  This intro meeting takes 


place during the 2
nd


 or 3
rd


 week of the quarter.  When the initiate comes to the meeting, 


we give them an intro about who we are and how to become a full member.  To become a 


member, the initiate must complete 5 hours of community service, assemble the plaque 


and bent, and attend the initiation banquet.  


When the member completes the requirements and shows up to the banquet, we have a 


dinner and they are presented with their membership card and certificate.  We always 


have 2 banquets, one during fall quarter and one during spring quarter.  This year, our fall 


banquet took place on December 5
th


, 2010.  During the fall banquet, we initiated 19 


members.  Our spring banquet took place on May 22
nd


, 2011.  We initiated 17 members. 


B.            Chapter Activities 


This year, we held meetings every other week during the quarter in which we would have 


a speaker from industry talk to us about who they are, what they do, and how to prepare 


for life after college.  Although we haven’t had many industries participate in our 


meetings, we have built up a list of contacts from those industries.  These contacts came 


from meeting with engineers and HR reps during job fairs.  We hope to build upon this 


year in having more industries participate during these meetings so that people from 


industry will know who Pi Tau Sigma is as well as boost member participation in the 


club.  So far, during these meetings, we have had about 5 to 7 members come in to watch 


these meetings.   


During the spring quarter, we did a service project in which we went to a local high 


school and taught the students there about what engineers do and demonstrated some 


engineering concepts, like the gyroscopic effect.  We used this project as a community 


service project, although we only had one initiate go, accompanied with the 3 other board 


members.  We have had this project in the past, and we are trying to bring this project 


back so that students will develop an interest in the sciences as well as know who Pi Tau 


Sigma is.  We hope to expand on this service project as well, hopefully making it our 


base project for the club. 







For the 2010-2011 Pi Tau Sigma convention, we sent 2 members, the President and the 


Vice President.  During the convention, we were able to talk to other chapters and get 


some ideas about how to boost member participation for our chapter.  We were apart of 


the national convention committee and discussed where the next convention would take 


place and voted on where future conventions would be held.   


C.            Other 


We have introduced our new President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer.  As of 


now, we don’t hold elections for our board positions due to lack of member participation.  


However, this new board is young and hopefully will be able to stay in power for a while, 


bringing continuity to our chapter.  In addition, we plan to take on tutoring and mentoring 


as another service project, which will hopefully bring in more revenue to our club.  We 


hope to continue the meetings with people from industry as well as hold socials to boost 


member participation.  We’re trying to implement a requirement in becoming a President, 


Vice President, Treasurer or Secretary, in which you must have held a lower board 


position from before.  This is to ensure that those members will stay for at least 2 years 


and will keep continuity in our chapter.  The lower board positions we have are industry 


chair, community service chair, fund raising chair, and a social chair.   


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 2011-2012 


Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi 


Initiations 


 Due to Cal Poly’s rules regarding providing student information our initiation process has 
gone through many difficulties over the past year which we expect to be ironed out by next Fall. 
Because Cal Poly does not allow any student club to have access to other students grades our 
selection process is done by sending the Mechanical Engineering department a list of 
requirements, current club roster, and an initiation E-mail which is then processed through the 
department and sent to an undisclosed list of students. This provides the inconvenience of not 
knowing how many students receive the club invitation and not allowing us to filter out the 1st 
year and 2nd year juniors who would not be allowed to join the club due to them not being at least 
third years. In the initiation E-mail a date is provided for the first club meeting (for Fall 2011 the 
date was November 10th and for Spring 2012 the date was April 17th) where we go over what  
Pi Tau Sigma does, the initiation process, and get an interest list. This is also the first time we get 
to see exactly how many students received and choose to reply to the initiation E-mail and us to 
tell all of the students who were 1st and 2nd years that they will not be accepted into the club at 
this time and that if they keep their grades up they could gain access when they become 3rd years. 
We have been trying to find a way to solve this problem (all of the honor societies at Cal Poly 
have been having similar problems over the past 5 years) and after meeting with the department 
we have come up with a new way to filter out students who better fit the restrictions to get into       
Pi Tau Sigma so this problem does not happen in the future. After the first meetings we wait for 
any stragglers who could not make it to the initial meetings to contact us and give everyone 
about a week after the first meeting to pay the 60 dollar admission fee. Other than the fee we 
require a 5 hour community service requirement to get into the club. This is a good way for 
students to learn how to take advantage of the many community service opportunities offered at 
Cal Poly or to participate in the club community service events we held throughout the year. At 
the very end of each quarter we have a banquet for the initiates we accepted that quarter where 
we all dress up and celebrate. Along with a prepaid dinner we have a contest to see who made 
the best plaque design with a prize for the winner.  


 


Chapter Activities 
 
  This year, our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma held a number of general meetings. We used these 
meetings as an opportunity for members of the club to get to know each other and socialize. 
Additionally, we used the meetings to keep the members up to date with club news such as 
upcoming events. At one such meeting, we received input from the members about what they 
would like to see from the club in the future. At another meeting, we held elections for next 
year’s officers for the first time in a number of years. We were encouraged at the turnout at these 







meetings; one meeting drew about 15 members. We hope to grow the size of these meeting even 
further next year.  
 


We participated in a Cal Poly event called Building an Engineer Day. On this day, 
students from local middle schools come to the Cal Poly campus and visit labs hosted by various 
Cal Poly engineering clubs and organizations. Along with the Cal Poly’s Tau Beta Pi chapter, we 
hosted a lab where the students built and tested balloon powered cars. We used this as an 
opportunity to teach them a little bit about physics and the engineering design process of trial and 
error. This event was a huge success; the kids seemed to really enjoy the lab and we got five of 
our initiates to participate as their required community service. We look forward to becoming 
annual participants in this event in the future.  


 
Pictures from Building an Engineer Day 


 
At the very end of the year we held the first ever Pi Tau Sigma officer elections where 


anyone who was a past or new member of the club could run for any of the positions we offered. 
We picked a day for voting and gave anyone who was running time to present a speech to the 
club body. After we had a secret ballot, we presented the winners at a later date. As the club 
grows we hope to increase the number of positions available as well as increase the awareness of 
the elections. 
 
 
Other 
 
 We are proud to announce a new development for Pi Tau Sigma which will be taking 
place over the next school year, 2012-2013. Since the beginning of this year it has been difficult 
adjusting to all of the previous officers leaving at the same time and therefore it has been the goal 
of each officer to bring Pi Tau Sigma back into the full fronts of clubs at our school. We have 
concluded that on top of continuing to have activities with other clubs at our school and staying 
involved with the local high school and middle schools in the area the best way to build a strong 
relationship with the department, bring about a new generation of Pi Tau Sigma enthusiastic to 
make a change and already with a foot in the door, and provide our current members with an 
enriching experience is to start a mentoring program where Pi Tau Sigma members will be able 
to act as a big brother/sister to a Mechanical Engineering Freshman(s).  
 







After talking to teachers in our department about this idea they told us about how they 
were trying to find a way to solve the problem of mechanical engineering seniors reporting that 
the biggest problem they had in school was not enough guidance. To solve this problem the Dean 
of Mechanical Engineering, Andrew Davol, has set about recreating the way the mechanical 
engineering first year is taught and taking a more block schedule approach. Ideally what they 
want to happen is to have all mechanical engineering incoming freshman take part in a 3 quarter 
mini-lab which will act as an almost simplified version of our current 3-quarter senior project. 
This will allow the freshman to learn how to perform in a group, gain valuable knowledge in the 
resources provided from Cal Poly, and immediately start to feel more comfortable with asking 
questions to their teachers and fellow peers. After sitting down with Davol and talking about 
these ideas it was decided that the best way to help both Cal Poly and Pi Tau Sigma was to allow 
members of Pi Tau Sigma to act as mentors for the freshman groups and besides providing them 
with guidance on the project also building a relationship with them where hopefully they will 
become comfortable enough to start asking any questions they may have regarding school, 
classes, teachers, and other matters.  


 
It is our hope that this mentoring program will become a huge success and hopefully 


make its way into becoming a Pi Tau Sigma tradition. As the year progresses we will make sure 
to try and get as many bugs out of the system as possible and by next year report what we have 
learned.  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2014-2015 
 


Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi 
 


A. INITIATIONS 
 
The Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi Chapter held two initiations, one in December and 
the other in April for this academic year which yielded 14 new members. We selected our 
initiates based off of the following criteria: 
 


• Initiates, are required to have Junior standing  
• Initiates must be in the top 35% of their class 


 
Upon pledging, new initiates to Pi Tau Sigma must complete the following requirements 
before being admitted into Pi Tau Sigma: 


 
• Initiates must participate in 10 hours of community service events and/or machine 


shop time (this is to assist Pi Tau Sigma members in completing the 10 hour 
prerequisite required for Senior Project)  


• Initiates must design and assemble their Pi Tau Sigma key and plaque 
 


After Fall initiation, a banquet dinner was held where all of the new members and 
officers were invited to celebrate their admission to the honor society. At the banquet, 
new members received their membership cards and certificates and were officially 
welcomed into the society. During the banquet new members were encouraged to ask 
questions and provide suggestions about what they would like to see the club be more 
involved in in the upcoming year. The Spring (April) initiates will have their banquet at 
the beginning of this upcoming school year. 
 
  


B. CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 
 
Chapter Meetings  
 
This year, the Phi Psi officer board focused on continuing to set the ground work for our 
chapter to expand in the coming years. We continued to reach out to companies that our 
student members were interested in learning more about through information sessions. 
We also began to try planning a Mechanical Engineering specific career fair as a possible 
fundraiser in future years. 
 
 
 
 
 







Building an Engineer Day 
 
 Every year, the Society of Women engineers at Cal Poly hosts an event called Building 
an Engineer (BAE) Day during the Fall and Spring quarters. BAE Day is an event where 
children in 2nd - 6th grades come to the Cal Poly campus to learn about engineering 
through student club organized activities. The Society of Women Engineers ask other 
engineering clubs and honors societies to host engineering based activities to help 
encourage kids to pursue engineering. 


 
 The Phi Psi chapter hosted activities during both quarters. Our chapter's activity was to 
have the children build balloon powered race cars out of simple household items such as 
playing cards, lifesavers, and straws. This activity was preceded by a lesson about 
Newton's laws of motion. Once the children had built their racers, they were encouraged 
to race their vehicles against each other. Then we asked the children why they thought 
certain vehicles were faster and how that applies to engineering and their design choices. 
Phi Psi chapter members were encouraged to attend and participate in guiding the 
children while they were building their racers. 


 
 
 Convention Participation 


 
This year, the Phi Psi chapter sent one representative to the annual convention. The 
representative was able to bring back valuable information and tips regarding club 
operation and possible events and fundraisers.  
 
 


C. OTHER 
 
ASME Partnership 
 
The Phi Psi chapter has worked to develop a working relationship and partnership with 
the Cal Poly ASME student chapter on campus. By working with this club, joint 
information sessions with companies such as AutoDesk were organized. This chapter will 
continue to work to foster this relationship to put on events and fundraisers that benefit 
mechanical engineering students at Cal Poly. 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


 2016-2017 


 


Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi 


 


 A. INITIATIONS   


The Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi Chapter held one initiation in April for this academic year 


which added 18 new members to the chapter. We selected our initiates using the following criteria:  


 Initiates are required to have Junior standing  


 Initiates must be in the top 25% of their class as Juniors or top 35% of their class as Seniors 


 


Upon pledging, new initiates to Pi Tau Sigma must complete the following requirements before 


being admitted into Pi Tau Sigma:  


 


 Initiates must participate in 5 hours of community service events and/or machine shop time 


(machine shop time helps satisfy the 10 hour prerequisite required for Senior Project)  


 Initiates must design and assemble their Pi Tau Sigma bent consisting of a key and plaque  


 


Upon paying initiation dues, initiates are provided with the dimensions for the size of the plaque. 


Initiates are then asked to design and create their own plaque in order to assemble the bent. Our 


chapter has found that the level of effort and creativity put in by initiates to build their bent has 


increased significantly over the past three years as a result of allowing members to create their 


own plaque. We also provided initiates with 3D printed keys to finish the bent. In the future, these 


3D prints could be used to create molds for initiates to cast their own keys.  


A banquet dinner was then held where all of the new members and officers were invited to 


celebrate their admission into the honor society.  


 


B. CHAPTER ACTIVITIES  


This year the Phi Psi officer board focused on increasing our new member involvement in the 


chapter. We hosted a hands-on workshop, laid the groundwork for future tours, held a new initiate 


social event, and attended the national convention at Drexel. 


 


Hands-On Workshop 


Cal Poly Phi Psi held a hands-on CAD/CAM workshop in Fusion 360. PTS members and other 


students in the mechanical engineering department had the opportunity to learn about new 


software, gain real-world experience generating toolpaths on machine parts, and hear from 


Autodesk representatives about best use cases for CNC and CAM. Overall, students learned a lot 


and were excited to attend this event. 


 







Future Tours 


Our chapter reached out to a number of companies in order to set up tours for the coming school 


year. A graduated PTS member who works at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is 


working with our officers to get a tour set up. 


 


Social Event 


Our chapter held a post-initiation social event for our newest members so that everyone could get 


to know each other better. We provided food for everyone and then had the new members divide 


up into groups of three students. These groups competed against each other in a riddle-filled 


scavenger hunt to find noteworthy, but perhaps unnoticed, landmarks across campus. One such 


landmark was the tile pattern in the building with the Mustang ’60 machine shop, a pattern that 


mimicked the Fibonacci sequence. New members got to know each other and the officers much 


better which made the event an overall success. 


 


Convention Participation  


This year, the Phi Psi chapter sent two representatives to the annual convention at Drexel. The 


representatives learned much about the organization’s goals on the national level, met many PTS 


students from around the country, and appreciated the opportunity to hear how other chapters plan 


and run events. 


 


C. Other 


 


 


Figure 1. 3D Printed Key Given to New 


Initiates. 


 


Figure 2. Example of Completed Bents Made 


by New Initiates. 


 





